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TRADE-IN
SPECIAL!
NEW E-V MICROPHONE
FEATURES:
• '11.11/A111" DYNAMIC • II' COL(
• MORE FINISM
• IOW" LDOIC
• FULLY GUARANTEED
• TILTAILE MEAD

ELECTRO- VOICE
MODEL NO. 636
LIST 572.50
Special $43.50
with your

old "Mike'

$3850
SEND US YOUR OLD "MIKE"
AND CHECK TODAY AND WE'LL
SHIP THE NEW "MIKE" IMMEDIATELYI
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... the sound way
to invest in
SOUND SYSTEMS

MODEL VP-20
the most versatile portable available
• 20 watt output
• 29 thru 86 R.P.M.
• G.E. Cartridge

• 2 mike jacks
• Radio & tape jacks
• Special features ...

MONITOR OUTPUT
(Write for specification sheet)
Litt Price:

ONLY $140."

$184.20

PREPAID ANYWHERE IN U.S. OR A.P.O. ADDRESS IF CHECK ACCOMPANIES ORDER .

BOGEN VP 40
UNIQUE VARIABLE
SPEED CONTROL
HIGH-FIDELITY REPRODUCTION. PROFESSIONAL
CONSTRUCTION. Precision turntable with 40 watt
full fidelity amplifier, GE cartridge with dual styli.
Compact 2-speaker 12" sound unit that packs
easily, is built for long wear. Will cover an
armory or your living room!
LIST PRICE

5 269.5°

DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 BROAD STREET

NEWARK 14, NEW JERSEY
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MERRBACH
PRESENTS

1695—OLD FASHIONED GIRL
Jim Brower, caller. Flip.
1696—MAMMA INEZ/MRS. BAILEY
MIXER
Rounds.

BLUE
STAR

1697—BROKEN HEARTED
Al Brownlee, caller. Flip.
1698—PAPER DOLL
Sal Fanara, caller. Flip.
1699—MAKE FRIENDS
Andy Andrus, caller. Flip.
1700—ZIPPITY DOO DA
Sal Fanara, caller. Flip.

1158—RING OF FIRE
Billy Dittemore, caller. Flip.

BOGAN

1159—PUFF THE MAGIC DRAGON
Flip.

1051—WHISTLING PIANO MAN
Johnny Creel, caller. Flip.

LORE

1052—YOU CAN'T HAVE MY LOVE
Johnny Creel, caller. Flip.

KEENO

4

2270—I'D STILL BE THERE
Harold Bausch, colter. Flip.

1304—GROUND HOG/SAUCEPECON
Hoedowns.

ROCKIN'
A

1305—TIEYO RAG/CAJUN
Hoedowns,

45 rpm — $1.45
We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas

STOCK
REDUCTION
SALE
$ 750
CHOOSE FROM THE MANY
LABELS LISTED HERE:

•

SUNNY HILLS

•

AQUA

•

BEST

•

LIGHTNING S

•

WESTERN JUBILEE

•

DASH

•

BEL-MAR

•

LLOYD SHAW

TEN

45 RPM's

FOR

You select any five records.
We select the other five.

WE PAY POSTAGE
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

BONUS SPECIAL

78 rpm Records — 5 for $1
(Add 15c postage)
We make the selection — Let us know

•

BENZ

what type of dances you want and
well do our best to please you. Quantities limited. Top labels.

•

SWINGING SQUARE

MERRBACH
RECORD SERVICE
323 West 14th Street, Houston, Tex.

MACGREGOR RECORDS
FLIP/INSTRUMENTALS
NO .

1000

"GOLD
A SIDE — With call by
CHUCK RALEY
B SIDE — Instrumental
NO. 1001

"FULL TIME JOB"
A SIDE — With call by
DON STEWART
B SIDE — Instrumental

Enclosed find renewal of my subscription to AMERICAN SQUARES.
It is one of the crutches upon which I
lean in keeping my Indian dancers in
line in their square dancing. I look forward to it from month to month. . . .
Some of our dancers might be looking for a place to which they could
send their old outfits when they invest
in new square dance clothes. St. Joseph's would be a good place.
We have eight squares of 7th and
8th graders of assorted sizes on the
floor every week. Some of this discarded clothing might fit some of our
dancers perfectly; if it does not fit, the
Sisters and the big girls could cut the
clothing down to size. ...
Father George
Saint Joseph's Indian School
Chamberlain, S. Dak.

ROUND DANCES

• Perhaps your group can make this
request a club project. Your discarded
square dance clothing will be used at
St. Joseph's. AMERICAN SQUARES
endorses this worthwhile project.

NO. 1002-A

. . . We think your magazine does a

"ONE TOO MANY"
Choreography by Ray and Bobbie
Culver, San Diego, California
NO. 1002-B

"OUR CHRISTMAS WALTZ"
Choreography by Ivan and Molly
Lowder, Compton, California

MAC GREGOR
RECORDS
729 S. Western Avenue
Los Angeles 5, California

real good job on the Workshop section,
along with the record reviews being
real interesting. How about some type
of review on round dances? Such as
quality of music, dancer reaction, etc.
Bill Stapp
Sacramento, Calif.
While at the National Convention
we received a sample copy of AMERICAN SQUARES. It impressed me
as a very fine square dance publication.
Enclosed please find my check and
subscription for one year to AMERICAN SQUARES. . . .
Lawrence Guck
St. Cloud, Minn.
Address: Moil Editor, AMERICAN SQUARES, 6400
North Leoti Avenue, Chicago 46, Illinois.

A MESSAGE FROM THE
PUBLISHER AND EDITOR
Our prime goal during AMERICAN SQUARES' 19th Anniversary
Year is to improve even more than
ever before the entire magazine. Content, format, style, and general appearance are continually being evaluated, analyzed, and changed. Progress is our goal.
Each month we add more and
more square and round dance leaders
and callers to our "testimonial" list.
These people, like yourself, write to
say they like what they read and find
it most helpful to them in their work
or hobby.
This month we inaugurate a completely new Record feature. This feature reviews Singing Squares, Hoedowns, and Round Dances. You can
be assured that AMERICAN
SQUARES record reviews are the
most accurate, reliable reviews in the
field.
Top callers and dancers actually

NO RISK!

call and dance each new Singing
Square release. When we recommend
a record, we know it works. Buy by
mail with confidence from your favorite record dealer using AMERICAN
SQUARES reviews as a guide.
Every profession — for example,
teaching, recreation, and the like has a unified body of knowledge that
is the basis of the profession. This
knowledge is based on research, experience, and experimentation.
Square dancing is on its way to becoming a profession. A valuable contribution to our body of knowledge is
a book, Instant Hash, co-authored by
Lloyd Litman and Rickey Holden.
In this book, Mr. Litman has collected a great amount of information
about calling based on his experience
as a professional caller from Akron,
Ohio who has been calling for over
thirteen years.
For this written contribution to the
field, square dancers salute Lloyd
Litman.

_Avid 0/30.
YOUR GROUP CAN RAISE $100
TO $2500 IN 4 TO 15 DAYS
WITHOUT RISK OR INVESTMENT THROUGH MASON'S
PROTECTED FUND RAISING
PLAN.

Mr. George H. Rausch, Dept. 705
Mason, Box 800, Mineola, N. Y.
Thousands of groups throughout the country have successfully conducted famous MASON PROTECTED FUND-RAISING DRIVES, raising
money qu i ckly and completely without risk or investment. We
supply a choicz, of top-quality MASON candies, beautifully boxed.
At no charge to you, each package hos an attractive, printed
band, bearing your organization's name, picture and slogan. We
even PREPAY shipp i ng charges! You make a big NET PROFIT of
66-2 3' - 40c on every box that costs you 60c) and you pay
NOTHING until AFTER your drive is over. Anything remaining
unsold may be returned for full credit. For COMPLETE information
without obligation, write us or fill in the coupon.

Please send me, without obligation, information on your Fund liaising Plan.

Gentlemen:

Name

Vander 21)

Organization
Street Address
City
How many members

State
Phone

Mason Candies, Inc., Mineola, L. I., N. Y.

NEW! NEW! NEW!
-I PRAIRIE
RECORDINGS
preJent

AL HORN
CALLING

"FREIGHT
TRAIN"
A

NEW SINGING CALL WITH
"A GRAND SQUARE"

MUSIC BY THE PRAIRIE HORNETS
Recording Exclusively for Prairie Recordings
CALLERS: Give this of freight train a listen as it rolls right along.
You'll like it! All dancers enjoy the grand square.

ASK FOR "PRAIRIE" NO. 1001 FLIP/INSTRUMENTAL

1000/0 RED COLORED VINYL
FOR BEIIER FIDELITY AND
SURFACE NOISE. THE BEST
AVAILABLE.

WATCH FOR
FUTURE RELEASES
"Hoedowns" "Contras"
"LP Albums"
- Singing Calls"

PRAIRIE RECORDINGS
1502 ALEXANDER CIRCLE, PUEBLO, COLORADO

THE BIG "X" PROGRESSIVES
BY STAN BURDICK

We're a "progressive" breed of
square dancers these days, having
danced through progressive lines,
squares, and circles in succession all in
a matter of a few years. For some these
have been passing fads, to others
they're a welcome new ingredient to
the regular dance menu.
Tagging on to a trend, I'd like to
submit a new formation, called simply
the "X", both for its design and for its
experimental nature. I'm no radical, no
revolutionist, no dime store Einstein,
nor am I a circuit pitchman peddling
a new mousetrap; so before anyone
gets nasty thoughts about my fall
wardrobe being enhanced by tars and
feathers, I wish to make clear that the
"X" will never replace the "square".
You should use this material in a
workshop or as an occasional changeof-pace item. Never, no never, will
little Susie Q in the next decade say to
her partner, "Let's go "X" dancing
tonight."
I wish to point out that the forma-

tion is not entirely current or original.
It was done experimentally years ago
at a camp in New England and "who
knows" where else . . . but I have
never seen it in print, and with the
current emphasis on progressives, it
might be a good idea to bring it out of
the "closet" and try it again using some
of the newer basics for infinite variety.
The formation is simply an "X",
one couple standing behind another all
around the square. It is best to point
out that there should be no crowding
(dancers riding the heels of those
ahead of them) and that there is a
danger in using this form on a crowded
dance floor.
To date I have presented the "Big
X" to five callers organizations and to
several clubs with a good deal of success and a barrel of fun. Callers have
since told me they are getting similar
results with it.
(concluded on page 34)
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BY LLOYD LITMAN
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Square dancing progresses. It is
fortunate that it does. If not, it would
die. The individual dancer progresses
to new figures, to new friendships, to
a new and wider perspective of his
activity, and to a greater appreciation
of its parts.
These same figures, friendships,
trends, and perspectives mark the path
of progress for callers. Although the
trails of dancer and caller may not
be identical, they run parallel, and of
course at trail's end there is always
the square dance.
The trail of a square dancer, should
he seek a high level of accomplishment, grows a bit longer all the time.
It leads from his first beginner class
through several months of workshop
instruction, then through perhaps
years of picking up bits of knowledge
about his hobby. Actually, the trail
never ends.
As the truly advanced square dancer knows, all his progress may not be
in learning the newest figures. He
learns to appreciate variety in the mixture of old with new, he cultivates
ability to enjoy dancing at all levels,
and he can tell the genuinely new
basic from the new name which has
equivalents in previously adopted basi;s.
A challenge stands ready to be
hurdled by anyone making the jump
from dancer to caller. It includes satisfying groups demanding varying levels of dancing, satisfying dancers who
want something new, giving dancers
variety, and trying to keep the gap
between non-dancers and dancers
within bounds that can be bridged by
enough people to keep square dancing
growing.
Singing calls are conceived within
fairly tight patterns and only a limited
change in figures is possible. This
makes hash calls, then, the primary
tools with which a caller can tailor the
enjoyment he gives dancers.
A caller can serve up hash in four
different ways. He can read the calls
as he gives them to the dancers. He
can memorize enough calls to provide
an evening of dancing. He can use a
sight method, watching a set on the

floor, keeping in mind the relationship
of a particular man to his original
corner. The fourth method is the one
I find the only truly creative method
and the one I feel most nearly foolproof. It involves use of a mental
image.
In reading his hash, the caller is
copying someone else. In memorizing,
he is robbing hash of its unique extemporaneous quality. Hash in this
case becomes little different than the
memorized lyrics of a singing call.
Finally, in watching dancers and their
relative positions on the floor, the
caller may be relying on one set to
be correct, and if that set is wrong
or is pulling some shenanigans, the
rest of the floor can suffer.
The truly professional caller will
construct his hash from a mental
image, placing himself in his mind's
eye in the role of the number one
gent, from which position he can
orient himself in relation to any other
position in the image-set at any time.
Imagining himself as the number
one man, the caller can trace any
combination of figures which starts
with him in a position relative to any
one other lady in the set and ends
with him in that same position relative to the same person.
Any figure or combination of figures which gets the dancers back to
the relative position from which they
started is a "zero movement." This
term is one of those used in my book,
"Instant Has h", co-authored by
Rickey Holden, to describe square
dance choreography. GENERAL ACCEPTANCE BY CALLERS OF
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR
CHOREOGRAPHY WOULD BE A
GREAT BOON TO SQUARE
DANCING.
The zero movement gives the caller only one concern as he presents it
— that of getting the dancers back in
their same relative positions. As an
imaginary number one man, the caller will know when this occurs. Within
the zero movement framework, he can
call any combination of basics he
wishes.
I refer to this framework as the

gimmick, the second of three parts in
my definition of any hash. The first
part is the setup, or simple movement
of dancers from the squared up position to a point from which they can
start the zero movement. The third
part is the get-out, or from the end
of the zero movement to, for instance,
left allemande.
The setup arranges people in the
set in any original formation such as
box, line, order, promenade, route,
star, or thar.
The zero movement, or gimmick,
is any extemporaneous group of figures that logically can be performed
without directing a call to any one
couple or one person.
The last maneuver of the sequence
must return dancers to the same type
of formation except individuals need
not be in the same relative positions
to each other. The sequence is repeated until any two dancers are in
the same relative positions to each
other. That is, the man is in the same
place relative to his partner, corner,
partner's corner, and the like.
Thus, any such sequence of figures
may need to be called one, two, three,
or four times to complete a zero movement. The caller, using mental imagery, will know when the zero movement is complete. He then will be
ready to call his get-out.
Mentally imaging himself in a set,
a caller can give calls to groups which
do not know the latest figures, but
which will work them through similar
patterns.
Take a group which does not know
lines retreat. The call, "bend the line,
right and left through, pass through,"
will put the dancers exactly where
they would have been with a "line retreat" call.
Such work with equivalents can
serve more advanced dancers who
might have as much fun with the
three easier calls as they would have
had with lines retreat.
No greater consideration for others
can be given than putting yourself in
the other fellow's place. And consideration by caller for dancer, and dancer
for caller, makes our activity great.
•
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III I
COL LGE
SQUARE
AND
ROUND
DANCING

The College of Square and Round
Dancing is a gathering of dancers,
callers, teachers, and leaders who come
together each Thanksgiving for three
days of square and round dancing. The
College has been held since its beginning in 1961 at Western Hills Lodge
near Wagoner, Oklahoma.
14

However, not all of the time is given
over to dancing. On Friday following
Thanksgiving, there is one one-hour
round table discussion by the dancers
with a dancer as moderator. On Saturday there are two one-hour round table
discussion periods plus a one-hour
lecture by a noted leader in the dance

movement. Last year Mrs. Lloyd Shaw
was the guest speaker. This year as
dance publications are being stressed,
Arvid Olson, Publisher and Editor of
AMERICAN SQUARES will be the
guest speaker.
The College stresses the value of
dancing with rhythm rather than the
number of movements which may be
performed from memory with a contest of who arrives home first. The staff
for square dancing has been chosen
because they have championed the
cause of smooth rhythmic dancing.
The round dance stall is qualified to
teach the latest of modern rounds as
well as give the dancer a background.
The College attracts leaders, whether they be officers in clubs or state organizations, callers or round dance
teachers. There is something here for
all.
All callers attending the College
have an opportunity to call after the
party each night. A lot of the dance
leaders particularly like these sessions
to find new callers for their special
dances.
Round Dance teachers have an opportunity to gain new teaching meth-

MILLIE AND BERNIE COFFEY
ods and to gather background material
to spice their programs with variety.
The dancer who is a leader, or expects to be, in an organization finds
that here at the College he has an opportunity to express and hear ideas

that are working well. Also problems
may be presented with possible solutions offered by dancers from many
states.
The basic idea for the College began right after World War II. The
founder returned from service in the
Pacific in October 1945. The following summer and for several summers
thereafter, a co-ed group of young
people, mostly single, would spend
week ends at a YWCA summer camp.
Out of respect to certain religions,
ballroom dancing was omitted but
square dancing was substituted on
Saturday night.
It was at this time that the founder
of the College, Bernie Coffey, began to
see the need of a short term camp for
square dancers in Texas. However, it
was not until he and Millie were married in 1956 that they began to make
plans for establishing the week end Institute. Because the idea was new or
unheard of to many callers, it was difficult to form a staff.
Finally, in September 1957 the first
week end Institute was held under the
sponsorship of a club which Bernie
and Millie had organized to promote
activities such as this. The site was
the Dallas YWCA's summer camp.
In 1961 the Coffeys set up the first
College of Square and Round Dancing
for Thanksgiving week end. It was an
idea that they had always wanted to
try out with time extended to include
part of three days, complete with discussion periods and lectures, equal
emphasis on square and round dancing. The response was most satisfying
for the first year when 148 dancers
registered from seven states. The following year 224 dancers registered
from six states. Already this year
dancers have registered from nine
states.
At no time has there been an effort
made to make the College an open
dance or that it would take the place
of our festival type dances. Rather, it
was intended that it should grow by
the original nucleus spreading the opportunities that exist here to others
who would appreciate this sort of an
activity..
15
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GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
PETTICOATS: .. Nylon marquisett
in 20 colors & combinations.
$14.95
\
NEW COLOR

/
GOLD

New Combination!! Fiesta!!
--White top; two bottom rows
in royal blue, red, and emerald
green.
PANTALETTES: CUSTOM MADE!!
Just to fit you and to "match"
your slip.
$ 8. 95
DRESSES:
Finest of dacrons and cottons
made just for you $29. 95- -59. 95

SHOWN: Beautiful Doll
$59. 95
A cloud of white "whipped
cream" dacron; the velvet ribbon
and nylon trim available in rose;
turquoise; red; lavender..
An ideal Xmas dress.

HANDLING CHARGES:
Petticoats, dresses, cape
$ 1.00
coats
Raincoats and pantalettes
$ 0. 50
SEND FOR BROCHURES

CAPE COAT : ELEGANT!
rayon/cotton twill--6 yd.
sweep in skirt. Colors - black,
beige, turquoise.
Sizes 7-17 $24.95
8-18 $26.95
LACY PLASTIC RAINCOATS: $7. 95
A hood and a circular skirt
keeps full costume completely
dry!!
FASHIONS BY NITA SMITH
113 WALTON
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

El?

AMERICAN SQUARES WORKSHOP features original material submitted by you—our readers. Caller's
Questions, Choreography, Figures & Breaks, New Basics, Singing Squares, and Round Dances are
presented each month. Mail new and creative material and questions to: Willard Orlich, Workshop
Editor, AMERICAN SQUARES, 6400 North Leoti Avenue, Chicago 46, Illinois.

CHOREOGRAPHY
There is always a constant stream of
letters from our readers asking about
the explanation of this or that square
dance basic. Please realize that many
of the ideas expounded in these pages
are only experimental ideas and should
not be considered an immediate part of
the square dance choreography to be
known and used by everybody right
now.
The question is then why even publish these ideas if they are impractical,
uncomfortable, not versatile, unacceptable, hard to teach, or combinations of
other calls?
Any new idea is of interest to the
average American and especially if it
pertains to something close to his
hobby interests. So it is in square dancing. New basics have a way of getting
around and being introduced. Sometimes this is done in a way that becomes twisted from the original author's idea or in a way that is not
explored far enough to make it worthwhile to learn.
Today's square dance periodicals
spread these new thoughts more rapidly by publishing them. Others read
about them, have other thoughts, and
pretty soon a real, lasting, versatile
idea emerges. This is the main reason
why new basics are published by
AMERICAN SQUARES.
AMERICAN SQUARES will publish a glossary of square dance movements edited by Willard Orlich in the
near future. Perhaps this booklet will
help to answer a lot of requests for explanations of lesser used square dance

terms and those terms widely used today.
In the meantime, the square chain
thru (see February 1963 AMERICAN
SQUARES) movement seems to be
questioned the most. The end result of
a square chain thru is the same as two
couples doing a wheel thru each other,
or a pass thru and wheel as a couple
one quarter to the right (90') keeping partners together. The actual
movement to accomplish this is more
involved and can be broken down to
teach and learn as follows.
From a static squared-up position,
on call to "square chain thru", the
heads give right to opposite, pull by,
turn to face partner, give left and immediately do a left swing thru (those
who can swing left, then those who can
swing right), plus ends swing, left once
more, drop hands and move forward
for the next call.
First couple would now be facing
number two and number three would
be facing number four ready for the
next command. In some areas the
above procedure is done twice with a
courtesy turn half way thru in order to
have number one across the set facing
number three. Then start the second
half of the maneuver and end with
number one facing number four and
number three facing number two for
the next command.
One of the nicest and most versatile
type of progressive type squares to be
used recently has come from Stan Burdick, Sandusky, Ohio. The following
figures can be used on a floor of two
sets or fifty sets to the enjoyment of all
dancers. These are done with one couple behind another couple all around
the square forming an X.
17
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PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER and RADIO
POWERED BY 4 FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES

BY CHANNEL MASTER
•

Plays in any position.

•

Sufficient volume for R D teaching in small hall, or for outdoor
parties.

•

Callers — practice while you
drive.

DEALERS ONLY:
Please write for prices

Distributed for the
square dance field by

TWELGRENN
ENTERPRISES, INC.
BOX 16 — BATH, OHIO

An Intermediate Waltz
and an Easy Two Step

"WHILE WE'RE YOUNG"
(waltz)
by Phil and Norma Roberts
New Albany, Ind.

"PRETTY BABY"
by Maizie and Lloyd Poole
Omaha, Nebr.

An original and an old
favorite phrased hoedown

"REVERE ROMP"
"FLOP EARED MULE"
GR 12058

GR 14058

An Unusual Intermediate
Two Step and an
Easy Mixer
"WILLOW WALK"
by Margo and Tony Piper
Lock Haven, Penna.

A Pair of Brand New
Non-Phrased Hoedowns

"RED ROBIN MIXER"

"MONONGAHELA"

by Lucille and Andy Hall
Broadview, Illinois

"WHIFFLETREE"

TOP 26005

TOP 25068

Manufactured by GRENN, Inc. Box 16 Bath, Ohio

STAN'S DOUBLE QUADRILLE
MIXER
*Inside couples go forward and back
Same couples wheel around (or California twirl)
Square thru the couples you found
Four hands round and you're not thru
Go on to the next and square thru
Four hands around and
more (or
five hands round)
Pull on by, go on to the next
Star thru, right and left thru
Inside arch and substitute
Dive to the middle, four ladies chain
*Repeat all, then
*Repeat all to chain, then
*Repeat again to chain, and
Inside arch, substitute, bow to partner, you're thru.
DOUBLE TROUBLE DOUBLE
QUADRILLE
Introduction:
All those couples go forward and back
*Inside ones all eight chain
While the outside ones separate
Walk past one, star thru
Forward all, back away
*Repeat all, then
Figure:
**All the heads (four couples) double
pass thru
Centers in, cast off 3A round
Forward and back
Bend the line, pass thru
Cast off 44 round, forward and back
Star thru, California twirl
**Repeat for sides
Repeat introduction.

CALLER'S QUESTIONS
HUGH ARMSTRONG, Regina, Sask.,
Canada: "There is some question as to
the traffic pattern of swing thru. . . .
Some callers use it to mean ends
swing half, then centers swing half.
Others use it to mean those who can
s iring right, then those who can swing
left. Question is, who is right? What is
the current definition? Who is responsible for it?"

A full explanation of the swing thru
movement can be found in the March
20

1963 AMERICAN SQUARES. As to
who is right, the consensus of opinion
among square dance leaders across the
country today seems to favor the those
who can right, those who can left
theory about thirty to one.
The reasoning behind this theory is
that it makes the movement more versatile. Swing thru like square thru
means to start with a right hand. It
can be done without forming a wave
and balance before the maneuver. It
can be used in an alamo formation
where there are no ends to decide.
If the ends of a wave have left hands
joined, a left swing thru will accomplish what is meant to be done. As a
dancer, I would expect the caller to
warn me if he meant the swing thru to
be anything else but to start those who
can right, those who can left, no matter how the wave is set up prior to the
call.
WILLARD T. HUGHES, Superior,
Wis.: "When figures like retreat the
line aren't too popular, I can't help
wondering why the callers make records using them."

Certain square dance movements
have been and are now being recorded
using little known basics for several
reasons. If they are used in workshop
recordings, they should be regarded as
such. Then they are something to work
at usually at an experimental level. If
they later prove to be acceptable they
are used as actual teaching tools.
Use of little known movements in
singing calls has not been generally
accepted. Most callers use a singing
call record for a relaxer and usually
change the figures in the singing call to
do just that, as long as the music is
useable and acceptable.
In reference to lines retreat (opposite of bend the line), this basic is
used extensively in some areas and
hardly at all in others. Your local
leadership can and does pretty much
regulate the kind of square dance material that you dance. This may be
good or bad, depending upon the capabilities and feeling for progress in
the area among the dancers and their
leaders. This should in no way inter-

•

fere with the fun and sociability that
you should be deriving from square
dancing. So make haste slowly. All will
seek and reach their desired level.

Half square thru, pass thru
Cloverleaf and square thru four hands
around
Right and left thru the outside two
Dive thru, pass thru
Corners all, left allemande .
Heads star thru, square thru 3/4
Pass thru, cloverleaf and square thru
four hands
Right and left thru the outside two
Dive thru, square thru 34 to a left
allemande . . .

JACK LASRY, Miami, Fla.: "Because
of the many variations that we have
to the tea cup chain, I have been using
directional calling. I call who is to do
what and have found that I can change
the pattern without losing the dancers
as long as they listen."

Directional calling, if you have time
for the words, is what dancers hope to
have given to them all the time as long
as there is time to do the call. That
way, if the dancers know the basic
movements well, a caller can manipulate them thru choreography to the
best of his ability. But please, dance
in rhythm to the music.

DEUCES IN CLOVER
by Martin Winter, Cresskill, N. J.
Heads lead to the right and circle up
four
Head gents break to a line of four
Eight go forward and back you reel
Pass thru now wheel and deal
Inside two square thru 3/4
Pass thru
Cloverleaf and right and left thru
Square thru four hands that's what you
do
Corner do-sa-do to an ocean wave,
now rock it up and back
Then acey ducey round that track

FIGURES AND BREAKS
CLOVERLEAF AND STAR THRU
OR SQUARE THRU
by Martin Winter, Cresskill, N. J.
Heads go forward and back

SQUARE OR
ROUND DANCE

BRAND NEW
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Then rock it up and back
Pass thru, now stop
Cloverleaf and star thru, then double
pass thru
Now cloverleaf all eight of you
Inside two square thru five hands, let's
look alive
Find that little corner, left allemande
•

• •

A B C DUCEY
by Martin Winter, Cresskill, N. J.
Heads to the middle and back with you
Now square thru four hands you do
Your corner do-sa-do to an ocean
wave
Now rock it up and back
Acey ducey round that track, then
rock it
Same four square thru four hands
around you go
Now wheel and deal
Then double pass thru, lead couple
right, the next one left
Meet a new two and star thru
Then do-sa-do to an ocean wave, now
rock it
It's acey ducey round that track, then
rock it

Same four go right and left thru
The girl in front left allemande . .
SMALL SAM
by Sam Stead, Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada
One and three half square thru, do-sado, balance
Acey ducey, swing thru
Men turn around, wheel and deal
Do-sa-do, balance
Acey ducey, swing thru
Girls turn around, wheel and deal
Dive thru, pass thru, left allemande ..
AMBIDEXTROUS
by Larr) Brockett,
Los Alamitos, Calif.
Promenade, don't slow down, heads
back track
Pass thru go on to the next, circle four
Ladies break and line up four
Men square thru 3/4 , go round one
Line up four, girls square thru 3/4
Go round one, line up, forward eight
and back
Pass thru, fold the boys, girls turn
around
Substitute, then double pass thru

tilacicieh 'Made - Jo - Ckelfilz

ANY SHAPE • ANY SIZE • ANY COLOR
1. We can duplicate any badge or design you care to
submit. Every state outline in stock.

WRITE
FOR
FOLDER

2.

We will create a fresh, new design for you. Seven years
of idea accumulations to serve you.

3.

HAND PAINTED badges an exclusive. Nothing like them
available anywhere. Colorful, distinctive.

4.

Reasonable prices. Write for full details.

Bob Rottman's

PLASTIC ENGRAVING SERVICE
11041-A South Talman Avenue, Chicago 55, Illinois

SEND
FOR
SAMPLE

Face across the set, go up and back,
pass thru
Fold the girls, men turn around
Substitute, then double pass thru
Centers in, cast-ott 3/4 round
Circle up eight when you come down
Those who can right and left thru
Other four half sashay, left allemande
ENDS CIRCULATE
by Ed Newton, Sarasota, Fla.
Heads square thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Ends circulate
Right and left thru
Star thru
Cross trail to a left hand swing
Boys star right across the ring
Allemande left . . .
CENTERS CIRCULATE
by Ed Newton, Sarasota, Fla.
Head ladies chain right
New side ladies chain across
Heads square thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Centers circulate

Right and left thru
Dive thru, star thru
Cross trail to a left allemande . . .
ENDS, CENTERS, ALL EIGHT
CIRCULATE
by Ed Newton, Sarasota, Fla.
Four ladies chain
Heads square thru, do-sa-do to an
ocean wave
Ends circulate, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, do-sa-do to an
ocean wave
Centers circulate, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, do-sa-do to an
ocean wave
All eight circulate, right and left thru
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 around . . .
DOUBLE CIRCULATOR
by Ed Newton, Sarasota, Fla.
Heads square thru, then do-sa-do to
an ocean wave
All eight circulate, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, do-sa-do to an
ocean wave
All eight circulate, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, allemande left ...

hoctor
records
NEW RELEASES

PREVIOUS HIT RELEASES

No. 1507—Brown Velvet & Moulin
Rouge

No. 1508

No. 1505—Mardi-Gras & Let Me
Call You Sweetheart

SUGARFOOT (two-step)
EVERYBODY TANGO

No. 1504—Irishman's Dream & I'm
Confessin'

tango teaching technique & round dance
by Rita and Lee Kenney

No. 1503—Ragtime Two-Step &
Margie's Mixer

No. 1509

No. 1506—Blue Moon & Lullaby

No. 1502—True Love & Tango Melose

(basic)

VOLARE (two-step)
by Dot and Ken Olson

No. 1501—Fantango & Cosmopolitan Rhumba

EVERYBODY RUMBA

No. 640—Hernando's Hideway

Rumba teaching technique & round dance
by Jean and Tom Cahoe

(basic)

No. 632—Talkin' Cha Cha

HOCTOR RECORDS Round Dance Dept.
P.O. Box 234
Hazardville, Conn.
23

SWING THRU CIRCULATOR
by Ed Newton, Sarasota, Fla.
Sides right and left thru
Heads square thru, then do-sa-do to an
ocean wave
Swing thru, all eight circulate
Swing thru, all eight circulate
Right and left thru, dive thru
Substitute, dixie grand
Right, left, right, left allemande . . .
CAMERON
by Larry Brockett,
Los Alamitos, Calif.
Promenade round the town, heads
wheel around
Pass thru go on to the next, star thru
Dive thru, swing thru, ends swing and
centers too
Then turn alone and do-sa-do the outside two
Make an ocean wave, rock up and
back
Acey ducey round the track
Rock up and back, girls turn alone
Now bend the line and cross trail thru
Find the corner, left allemande . . .

ARKY ARKY
by Larry Brockett,
Los Alamitos, Calif.
Head couples half sashay, lead to the
right
Circle up four, ladies break and line
up four
Girls square thru, U turn back
Men face, grand square (complete
grand square)
Circle up eight, those who can right
and left thru
Other four move up to the middle, star
thru
Left allemande ...
SQUEEZE IN
by Buford Evans,
Prairie Village, Kans.
Head two ladies chain across
Number one couple split the ring
Go round two and squeeze in between
the sides
Forward six and back you glide
Number three couple swing for me
Then cross trail thru and go round
three
Box the gnat at your back door

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn big
profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business if
you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels and
books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a dealer of
square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance to add to your
volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you for complete details.

No

obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU

ARIZONA
Old Timer Distributors
P.O. Box 7281, Phoenix 11

ILLINOIS
Heritage House
6400 N. Leoti Ave.. Chicago 46

ARKANSAS
Tenark Record Sales
1210 N. Tyler, Little Rock

OHIO
MICHIGAN
Twelgrenn Enterprises
Square Dance Specialties
P.O. Box 16, Bath
14600 Grand River. Detroit 27

CALIFORNIA
Corsair-Continental Corp.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd..
Temple City

MISSOURI
Webster Record Distributors
124 W. Lockwood.
St. Louis 19

CANADA

Ssaio
nare & Round Dance Whole-NEBRASKA
Square Dance Distributors

455 W. Broadway. Vancouver, B.C. 205 8. lath. Omaha
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NEW JERSEY
Dance Record Distributors
1159 Broad 8t., Newark

TEXAS
Merrbach Record Sales
323 W. 14th Street. Houston

WASHINGTON
Western Dance Distributors
1230y, Westlake Ave. N, Seattle 8

Back away and line op four
Forward eight and hack you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru and the lead two
Turn back and star thru
Those who can right and left thru
The other four California twirl
Star thru all eight of you
Square thru 3/4 man
There she is, left allemande ...

Head two couples lead to the right and
circle four
Head men break to a line of four
Forward eight and back
Forward again and right and left thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Face your partner, pass thru, wheel
and deal
Four men star right in the middle of
the land
Once around to a left allemande . . .

FIVE FOR FOUR
by Colin Walton, Lake Park, Fla.
Head two ladies chain across
Turn them boys, so they don't get lost
Head two couples lead to the right and
circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Turn your back on your partner, wheel
and deal
Girls star right in the middle of the
land
Once around to a left allemande , .

Side two couples do a right and left
thru
Same two ladies chain you do
Rollaway with a half sashay
Lead to the right and stay that way
Circle up four, you're doing fine
Ladies break and form a line
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Heads star right in the middle of the
land
Once around to a left allemande . . .

Head two ladies chain across
Turn them boys so they don't get lost

One and three do a right and left thru
New one with two do a right and left
thru

NEW ON

NEW ROUNDS ON

KALOX

Belco

K-1 029

Rip Tag Rag /
Wayward Hoedown
NEW ON

Longhorn
LH — 137 FLIP/INST.

BLUE

B-206

TUXEDO JUNCTION
BY ANN AND PETE PETERMAN
A VERY SMOOTH TWO-STEP WITH SOME UNUSUAL AND
INTERESTING NEW STEPS.

A. STAMP

C.
BY MARY AND BILL LYNN
NEW ARTISTS ON BELCO PRESENT AN EASY TWO-STEP
FOR YOUR DANCING PLEASURE

MUSIC BY BELCO RHYTHM BOYS
HAWAII
CALLER

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.

RED WARRICK

316 STARR ST., DALLAS TEXAS

Two head ladies chain across
New three and four the ladies chain
New number one stand back to back
With your corner box the gnat
Heads square thru 3/4 round
Separate, go round to a line of four
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again and star thru, face your
partner
Pass thru, wheel and deal two by two
Face your partner, pass thru, wheel
and deal again you do
Center four star right once around
Allemande left as you come down . .
Side two couples right and left thru
Same two ladies chain you do
The man at one and the girl at two
Chain with- each other and courtesy
turn as you always do
The girl at three with the man at four
Chain like the others did before
Two pairs of men rollaway with a half
sashay
The girls at one hear what I say
Stand back to back and with your
corners box the gnat

The new head couples as you be
Square thru 3/4 just for me
Then separate and go round one to a
line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Three boys and a girl star by the right
once around, left allemande . . .

NEW BASICS
CIRCULATE
by Chuck Raley, Lakewood, Calif.
Done from ocean wave position. On
the call ends circulate, the ends progress 1/4 the way that they are facing to
form another ocean wave. On the call
centers circulate, the centers progress
Vs the way that they are facing to form
another ocean wave.
CENTERS CIRCULATE EXAMPLE
by Lloyd Litman, Parma, Ohio
Heads star thru, California twirl, dosa-do the outside pair
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You Square Dancers Will Enjoy This Smooth NEW
33 1/3 Long-Play Album

ALSO A NEW SINGING CALL BY MELTON LUTTRELL
SL-1 11 RIP/INSTRUMENTAL
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All the way round to an ocean wave
and balance
Swing thru two by two and balance
Centers circulate and balance
Swing thru two by two and balance
Lady in front, left allemande . . .
SIMPLE FIGURES
by Chuck Raley, Lakewood, Calif.
All four ladies chain across, heads go
up and back
Square thru all the way around, do-sado with the outside two
Make an ocean wave, rock up and
back, ends circulate, box the gnat
Go right and left grand the other way
back . . .
Side ladies chain, heads square thru
all the way around
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave, swing thru
two by two
Girls circulate, swing thru two by two
Boys circulate, swing thru two by two
Girls circulate, box a gnat, right and
left thru the other way back
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 , left allemande .

Head ladies chain, heads square thru
all the way around
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave, rock up
and back, swing thru
All eight circulate, swing thru two by
two
All eight circulate, swing thru
All eight circulate, to a right and left
grand . . .
Head ladies chain to the right, new
head ladies chain across
Heads square thru four hands around,
do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Swing thru two by two, girls circulate,
swing thru two by two
Girls circulate, star thru, cross trail,
left allemande . . .
Heads square thru, do-sa-do to an
ocean wave
Swing thru, turn right 3/4
Ends circulate, swing thru
Centers circulate, swing thru
Girls turn back and wheel and deal
Substitute, pass thru, left allemande
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For Your Entertaining
For Christmas Giving

Squaredans-Craft
Gay, exclusive artist's square dance de.
sign. Red, black, white, and yellow design
in permanent high fired enamel.
A. 3-Tier Stack Jar Condiment Set for
nuts, candy, relish, etc.
$3.00*
B. 12 oz. Tumbler, crystal.
Set of 8

$7.00*

C. 10" Heat Proof Plates.
Set of 8

$10.00*

D. Coffee or Tom & Jerry Mugs.
Set of B

$7.00*

E. Seth,* Candle Lites w/6 candles
Set of 2.
$4.00*
* includes handling and shipping charges.
Ohioans add 3 per cent sales tax.

SQUAREDANS-CRAFT
1601 Hay Avenue, Coshocton, Ohio
Enclosed is

(check or money order).

Nome
Address
City & State
Dealers: Send for brochure.
.
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SINGING SQUARES

EAST
•

DANCE RECORD CENTER
fastest serf ice — biggest stock

1159 Broad Street
Newark 2, N.J. MA-2-0024

WEST
•

AQUA RECORD SHOP
largest s/d record stock in NW

12301/2 Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle 9, Wash. AT-4-9966
•

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
send 5c stamp for our new catalog

P.O. Box 7176
Phoenix, Arizona
•

SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
square and round dance records

Rt. No. 2, Box 15
Rapids City, S. Dak. 343-2517

MIDWEST
•

"AL" JOHNSON'S RECORDS
Newcomb p.a. equipment

4148 - 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 7, Minn. TA-3-4662
•

ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
order by post card — we'll bill you

1614 N. Pulaski
Chicago 39, III. CA-7-1072
•

DUDES & DOLLS

MAMMA DON'T ALLOW
Blue Star 1689 —Instrumental Square
Dance/Calls by Sal Fanara
This is "best of the bunch" this
month. Music is familiar. Caller is
clear, peppy. Dance moves along
nicely with familiar figures at an easy
intermediate club level.
POOR BUTTERFLY
Top 25065 — Instrumental Square
Dance/Calls by Buck Fish
After getting over the initial jolt of
the curlique followed by quarter out,
dancers liked this one, which is just
past the intermediate level. Good
"pop" tunes usually succeed. Caller is
good and puts this one over.
BABY'S GONE BYE BYE
Grenn 12056 — Instrumental Square
Dance/Calls by Johnny Davis
Rated number three this month.
Dance is smooth, full of "vigah", same
as the caller. Dancers decided that
they'd rather dance to J. D. live but
you can't have everything. So buy him
"canned" and go "Bye Bye". Music,
of course, is fresh, Grenn, and great.
JUST A GADABOUT
Blue Star 1691 — Instrumental Square
Dance/ Calls by Sal Fanara
Music features a nice guitar, accordian, and a nice beat. This fellow
Fanara scores again, although you
may like the earlier Western Jubilee
caller Mike Michele and his version
just as well. Pattern just ordinary, intermediate, smooth flowing.

everything for dancer and caller

7 S. Ritter Ave.
Indianapolis 19, Ind. FL-7-7377
•

ENGLE'S S/D & WESTERN SHOP
most complete s/d shop in Midwest

2616 W. 16th Street
Indianapolis 22, Ind. ME-7-3098

TOO LATE
Lore 1048 — Instrumental Square
Dance/Calls by Bob Augustin
Here's a good one for newer club
dancers. Nice rhythm, nice tune, nice
beat, _no __special _.challenge _.in _.the
figure. The caller is easy to understand

and his personality seems to come
through in a good clear voice. A trifle
too much swing time is evident.
BLUE HAWAII
Longhorn 137 — Instrumental Square
Dance/Calls by Red Warrick
If you like novelty music, a change
of pace dance, Red's got one for you
here. He seems to project a different
voice quality that's refreshing. Nice
intermediate figure. Music is real
"gone" Hawaiian. Try it.
MONEY MARBLES AND CHALK
Old Timer 8194 — Instrumental
Square Dance/ Calls by Johnny
Schultz
Mixed reactions greeted this dance.
A nice variation — star left three
quarters to a right and left thru — is
chalked up. Caller is, as usual, understandable. Music rolls smoothly as a
marble. Some won't care so much for
the hint of a hillbilly ballad in the
lyrics.
OH! JOHNNY
Blue Star 1690 — Instrumental Square
Dance/Calk by Sal Fanara
Fanara is prolific this month and
hits two out of three, which isn't a bad
batting average. This one is less appealing, though the music is a good updated version of the oldie.
TIE ME KANGAROO DOWN
SPORT
Old Timer 8195 — Instrumental
Square Dance/Calls by Bob Kirkland
Music in this one seems a little muffled and not distinctive but the dancers
liked the figure here better than the
other version. In either case, you have
a fairly good novelty record to a pop
tune, which should sell 'em.
TIE ME KANGAROO DOWN
SPORT
MacGregor 996 — Instrumental
Square Dance/Calls by Bill Ball
Isn't it a shame when two records of
the same title come out, we have to
choose one instead of combining the
better parts of each? Dancers preferred
this caller and this music, but like the
dance on the Old Tinter record.

MIDWEST
•

MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY

records — Calif ones — Newcombs
3414-16 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wis. HI-4-4671
•

SQUARE DANCE & RECORD SHOP

clothing and records
3317 S. Euclid Ave.
Berwyn, Illinois
•

SQUARE RECORD & CLOTHING

records and clothing mailed anywhere
P.O. Box 612
Wausau, Wis.
•

SQUARE DANCE SHOP

complete line of western wear
3119 South 4th Street
Louisville 14, Ky. EM-7-7491
• SQUARE YOUR SETS

largest stock in the world
P.O. Box 143
Niles 48, Illinois
•

STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES

order b I mail — we'll bill iou
3600 S. Main
Elkhart, Ind. 875-5300

CANADA
•

BOUTHILLIER MUSIQUE, INC.

French and English Canadian Records
6405 St-Hubert St.
Montreal, Que.
•

GERRY HAWLEY

square and round dance records
34 Norman Crescent
Saskatoon, Sask.

HOEDOWNS

ROUND DANCES

RIP TIDE RAG, WAYWARD HOEDOWN
Kalox 1029 — Instrumental Hoedowns Played by Rhythm Outlaws
Band
"Rip Tide Rag" is played in the key
of G. "Wayward Hoedown" is played
in the key of F. Both are easy to follow instrumentals that callers will like.

MRS. BAILEY MIXER/MAMMA
INEZ
Blue Star 16% — Round Dances
Played by The Shannonaires
"Mrs. Bailey" is a fun level twostep or mixer by Ginny Brooks.
"Mamma Inez" is a samba by Barbara
and Sal Fanara that is not too difficult
if you samba.

GROUND HOG/SAUCEPECON
Rockin' "A" 1304 — Instrumental
Hoedowns Played by Don Hebert
and His Westernaires
"Ground Hog" is played at 132
BPM in the key of G. "Saucepecon"
is played at 134 BPM in the key of
A. Texas style hoedowns.
TIEYO RAG/CAJUN
Rockin' "A" 1305 — Instrumental
Hoedowns Played by Don Hebert
and His Westernaires
"Tieyo Rag" is played at 132 BPM
in the key of G. "Cajun" is played at
130 BPM in the key of A. Texas style
hoedowns.

AUF WIEDERSEHN NOT GOODBYE KEEP IT SUNNY
Grenn 14056 — Round Dances
Played by Al Russ Orchestra
"Auf Wiedersehn" is a fairly difficult waltz by Nora and Archie Murrell. "Keep It Sunny" is a movin' twostep by Cathi and Bill Peterson.
YOLARE/ EVERYBODY RUMBA
Hoctor 1509 — Round Dances
"Volare" is a complex two-step by
Dot and Ken Olson. "Everybody
Rumba" is basic rumba material and
a routine by Jean and Tom Cahoe.

NEW RELEASES

ARE YOU DANCING MORE NOW
BUT ENJOYING IT LESS?

NO. M-1001

In The Good Old
Summertime

Try the "magic touch" of

NO. M-1002

MAGIC RECORDS

Bye, Bye Blues

Lively Calls By Fred Bouvier
Swinging Music By Jimmy Blakely
All Flip Instrumentals
Magic Records, 1916 Franklin Ave., New Orleans 17, La.
$4.50 will get you this compact, handy manual,
(opens flat). The SSZUU method shows how to
call versatile hash, use

"BUILD
YOUR HASH
HASH"

workshopmaterial, cut

memorization
to a fraction.
Send check or money order—includes postage
& handling—air mail add $1.12—Canadians
add current rate of exchange—Ohioans add
3% sales tax—Add 50,: for your name goldstamped on cover.
Ed Michl, 1601 Hay Avenue, Coshocton, Ohio

WHY NOT GET
NO. M-1000

San Antonio Rose
EVERYONE ELSE DM

AP- FOR HARD-TO-FIND RECORDS
We have one of the largest stocks of both
old and new square and round dance
111Pr records in the U.S.A. We ship most orders
on the same day the order is received.
411.'

Special Price on 78's and
old 45's

We recently acquired a great many old
Apr and discontinued numbers on both 78's
and 45's. These are available at special
reduced prices. Write for list.

AP-

SEND 5c STAMP FOR NEW CATALOG.

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 7176, Phoenix, Arizona
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Easter Cruise to

NASSAU
"QUEEN ELIZABETH
Aboard the Luxurious

• ILLINOIS — There's fun for all
in Aurora this fall — Aurora, Ill.,
that is. On November 2, it's the Illinois Square Dance Callers Association's 9th Annual Northern District
Fall Festival at the Y.M.C.A. You're
welcome. — Will Mills
• FLORIDA — November 9 is the
Fall Roundup sponsored by the N.E.
Florida Square Dancer's Association
in Jacksonville, Fla. at the City Exhibition Hall. Louis Calhoun will be
featured. For more details, write:
Virgil A. Green, 4741 Irvington Ave.,
Jacksonville 10, Fla.
• WASHINGTON, D.C. — October Rounds of the Month for the
Round Dance Teachers Council of the
Greater Washington, D.C. area were:
Lanning's Mixer, Walk Right In, City
Lights, and Take Me Dancing.

—Mackie Heatwole
• NATIONAL — A new club
named the "National Vagabonds" has
been formed. In order to qualify for
membership you must dance to fifty
authorized callers, one from each of
the fifty states of the United States.
A novel idea that will add to your
square dancing pleasure. For information: Tom Fitzgerald, 1127 Hazelwood, S. E., Warren, Ohio.
• CHICAGO — Dance at fabulous
McCormick Place near the lake front
in Chicago at the 2nd Chicagoland
Square Dance Festival on November
10. Four halls will be used for dancing
to members of the Chicago Area Callers Association. Tickets are available
from: Marvin LaBahn, 8746 S. Morgan St., Chicago 20, Ill.
• TENNESSEE — November 16 is
the All Nighters Dance at the Oak
Terrace Ballroom in Oak Ridge,
Tenn. The Ramblin Rebels are sponsors of this event which will feature
Bob Dubree and Louis Calhoun.

1?

5 delightful days on the World's
largest Superliner! Sailing from
New York, March 26th, returning
March 31, 1964

MINIMUM PRICE $250 PER PERSON
MAXIMUM PPRICE 3280 PER PERSON
All cabins with bath, Live on
board, Plus sightseeing tour,
*Plus Island water cruise, *Plus
Bahamian Buffet at luxurious
Nassau Hotel, *Plus Square
Dancing!!
WITH

EARL AND MARION JOHNSTON
FOR INFORMATION:
EARL JOHNSTON,
P.O. BOX 223,
VERNON, CONN.
...1111.-■•—•■■111•Ja—irrea—affia-,•■-■••...adulub6...a

OLD TIMER RECORD
! ! ! ! CATALOG ! ! !
YOURS FOR A 5c STAMP
Old Timer offers the best in old standards as well as new favorites. Get
complete record listing now.
OLD TIMER RECORDS
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix 14, Arizona

attention:

your

JEWELRY

SQUARE
DANCE
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER
STORES
TO YOU !
Write on Made by Square Dancers
For Square Dancers
letterhead

for assortment Pins, Bracelets, Pendants, Earrings, Bolos, Key Chains, Belt
of Returnable Buckles, Car Emblems, Etc.
Samples

FRANK L. WILMARTH CO.
6 Curtis St., East Providence 14, R.I.
31

• ARIZONA — Dance November
29 — December 1 at the 3rd Annual
Arizona Federation Jamboree in
Phoenix. Want to know more? Write:
Ed Skiba, 2700 N. Hayden Rd.,
Scottsdale, Ariz.
• MARYLAND — The Wee Bee
Squares will hold their 3rd Annual
Autumn Whirl on November 23 at the
Timonium Elementary School-Recreation Center, Baltimore, Md. Squares
will be by Chuck Donahue, Lee Billow, and Jack Carver. Rounds will be
by Harriet and John Libertini and
Ginny and Jack Carver. For info:
George J. W. Lawrence, 634 S. Savage St., Baltimore, Md.
• NATIONAL — Looking for an
ideal Christmas gift for your square
dance friends? Look no further. Just
write to Squaredans-Craft, 1601 Hay
Ave., Coshocton, Ohio for a brochure.
Squaredans-Craft is a line of gay, exclusive square dance dishes for you
to use and display to let people know
you are a square dancer.

• KANSAS — The 13th Annual
Festival of the Square Dance Callers
Association will be held November
29-30, in Kansas City, Kans. at the
National Guard Armory. Minnie Davis and Edna and Paul Tinsley will be
featured. For info write: Buford
Evans, 7737 Roe Ave., Prairie Village, Kans.
• TENNESSEE — Dance in the
Mid-South November 8-9. It's Festival time in Memphis, Tenn. at the
Chisca-Plaza Motor Hotel to the dancing of Bob Fisk, Norma and Wayne
Wylie, and Harry Lackey. Mail reservations to: Evelyn Jessup, 3290
Carnes, Memphis 11, Tenn.
• KENTUCKY — The Kentucky
Square Dance Callers Association will
conduct their 3rd Annual Square
Dance Festival on November 30 in
Louisville, Ky. at the Downtown Convention Center. For details contact:
George L. Keith, 4024 Lambert Ave.,
Louisville, Ky.
Address: News and Events Editor, AMERICAN
SQUARES, 6400 North Leoti Avenue Chicago 46,
Illinois.

DASH NO. 2547

NEW FROM DASH

0

Flip/ INSTRUMENTAL

COTTON FIELDS

.,■...

Calls by Phyllis Krafft

Offith
DASH RECORD CO.

Do You Have Dash No. 2546

WHO'S
SORRY NOW
W

466 E. Millett, Mesa, Ariz.

Flip/Instrumental • Calls By Earl Neff
MUSIC BY SCHROEDER's PLAYBOYS

NEW SINGING CALL ON TAHOE LABEL
VELCO

No.
"COCOANUT
" Az

GROVE"

A Flip with Vocal By

LLOYD SPRINGER

Music by Jack Barbour & His Rhythm
Rustlers—Beautiful Ha w a iian Music
A Smooth Dance Routine—HULA, MAN!
A RECENT ROUND RELEASE
TA 505 — "Toe Teosin" & "After The Ball"
Se( Your Local Record

Deal,

TAHOE RECORDS, Box 3306, Fullerton, Calif.

STOP

MEANS SAFETY

ILIPPIII Y
CIANCI flOOM
Y1I

NO DUST — NO PARRAFIN

NO ABRASIV.iS
16 OZ. CAN SLO.DOWN
Or

SW 'DONNA
8, 1/..6

11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
1.50 (Calif. only)

J. V. SUPPLY
P.O. Box 69894
Los Angeles 69, Calif.

MEWS
Nov. 1-2: Detroit, Mich. 3rd Annual
Michigan Square Dance Convention. Cobo Hall.
Nov. 2: Aurora, Ill. ISDCA Northern
District Fall Festival. Y.M.C.A.
Nov. 3: Miami Beach, Fla. Fall
Square Dance Festival. DeLido Hotel.
Nov. 3: Mt. Prospect, 111. Triangle R
Dance. Randhurst Shopping Center.
Nov. 3: Pasadena, Calif. Associated
Square Dancers' Fall Festival
Dance. Municipal Auditorium.
Nov. 8-9: Memphis, .Tenn. 1st MidSouth Square and Round Dance
Festival. Chisca-Plaza Motor Hotel.
Nov. 9: Jacksonville, Fla. Fall Roundup. City Exhibition Hall.
Nov. 9: Huntsville, Ala. Rocket City
Round-Up.
Nov. 10: Chicago, 111. 2nd Chicagoland Square Dance Festival.

Nov. 10: Long Beach, Calif. 11th
Annual Roundup. Cinderella Ballroom.
Nov. 15: Moline, Ill. Federation
Dance. American Legion Hall.
Nov. 15-16: Denver, Colo. Colorado
3rd Annual Round Dance Festival.
Denver Armory.
Nov. 16: Oak Ridge, Tenn. All
Nighters Dance. Terrace Ballroom.
Nov. 23: Baltimore, Md. 3rd Annual
Autumn Whirl. Timonium Recreation Center.
Nov. 29-30: Kansas City, Kans. 13th
Annual Festival. National Guard
Armory.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Dallas, Tex. Round
Dance Festival. Statler Hilton Hotel.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Phoenix, Ariz. 3rd
Annual Arizona Federation Jamboree.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1: Wagoner, Okla. College of Square and Round Dancing.
Western Hills Lodge.
Nov. 30: Louisville, Ky. 3rd Annual
Square Dance Festival. Convention
Center.

NO. 6017 FLIP/INSTRUMENTAL

GOLDEN
SQUARE
RECORDS

ROCKING ALONG
Called and written by JOHNNIE ROTH, Red Oak, Iowa
Announcing Bill (astner's Next Hit Release
NO. 6018 FLIP INSTRUMENTAL

Climbing Up Dem Golden Stairs

1556 Solano Way, Concord, Calif.

Written and called by Bill Castner

DID YOU TRY "DADDY'S LITTLE

NEW FROM WORTH!

GIRL"?
It's just out. The loveliest Tuffield dance ever:
simple and natural steps with great style, set
to great romantic music with Red Ingle on the
solo instrument.
And the flip is just as good as Sunrise Sere
node
#257 DADDY'S LITTLE GIRL — Waltz by
Jerry and Charlie Tuffield
#258 GOING TO THE HUKILAU — Two-step
by Dena M. Fresh

LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, INC.
a 0 BOX 203, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
Ask for our catalog

•

One Piece S D Dresses

•

Two Piece S D Dresses

•

Square Dance Skirts

•

Peasant Blouses

•

Men's Shirts & Pants

SEND FOR CATALOG & NAME OF LOCAL DEALER

WORTH INC.
1460 Washington Ave., Miami Beach, Fla. 33139

The Big "X" Progressives

FLIP
RECORDS
NEW RELEASES

'GREEN GREEN'
Flip No. 1 1 5

Caner:

Ed Hempel

BLUE MOUNTAIN HOP"
(instrumental)

"RED HOT SUSIE"'
(music: Blue Mountain Hop)

Flip No. 1 1 6

Caller:

Lee Newton

Flip instrumentals. Music by Eva Nichols and
Her Lane Star Ramblers

Distributed by

EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 194 — Park Ridge, Ill,

FREE

SQUARE • ROUND
DANCE RECORD
CATALOG

•

Buy Direct by Mail
• 24-Hour
Service • 12,000 Records Always in

Stock • 58 Labels • Books & Accessories
•
P.A. Systems
•
FREE
BONUS OFFER.
SEND FOR YOUR CATALOG TODAY!
12 Years Continued Service.

MASTER RECORD SERVICE
1210 E. Indian School Rd., Phoenix 14, Arizona
(Home of Mike's Square Dance Born)

"THE KEYS TO CALLING"
By Don Bell and Bob Dawson
A hard-bound textbook written exclusively
for beginning or experienced callers and
teachers. Complete course with home
study lessons. Rated "Excellent" by top
leaders. Price includes postage and handling — Canadians add current exchange
— Floridians add 3' sales tax — Air mail
add $1.12 — Send Check or money order

$7.95
34

KEYS TO CALLING
4715 GREENWICH DR.
SARASOTA, FLORIDA

(concluded from page Ili

In analyzing the form, someone
called it a "double quadrille", which
technically is not correct. Another
called it a "little" progressive square,
which is misleading, since there is no
progression from one set to the next.
Another "blind Indian examining the
elephant" (pardon the comparison)
said it feels like a "little" progressive
circle.
This definition best describes the
action, but the dancers move not only
on the circumference, as in progressive
circles, but also through the center of
the lineup (like the Packers seeking a
few yards gain).
Now we've fiddled around enough
with the definitions, let's get to the
choreography. For a new slant in
dancing pleasure (who said I wasn't a
pitchman?) try the dances that appear
in the Workshop this month.
Callers, when you've finished these,
don't come crying to me for more.
You're a "sight" or "memory" caller
(who isn't these days?), so go ahead
and do some "hashing" with your own
combinations. Use the "grand chain
eight" to move dancers around the
circumference, plus some multiple pass
thrus, then that good old reliable "star
thru, dive thru, pass thru," combination to move 'em through the center
again.
When you're ready to bring them
back home, you can accomplish it, no
matter where they are, with the proper
combination ofjust three basics: ladies
chain, right and left thru, and substitute. In an advanced workshop you can
go "way out" and call "all eight
couples right and left thru," "all eight
couples grand square", I suppose, and
then help to pick up the pieces.
One caller remarked that this form
was just the thing he needed for his
very small club where progressive
squares were impractical. He's right.
So go ahead and use it. Be "progressive" with lines, squares, circles and
X's.•

HILARIOUS NEW SINGING SQUARE DANCE

"I'M LITTLE
BUT I'M LOUD"
Following up her success with her first effort
as a recording caller ("Summer Romance"),
RUTH STILLION returns to the Windsor microphone with a boisterous new. square dance that
she belts out like a circus barker. This is an
all-Stillion production as Ruth dug up the idea
for the tune, wrote the dance — and calls it.
The only help she had was some purty durn good
music by the PETE LOFTHOUSE BAND.

WINDSOR No. 4825 (flip instrumental)

NEW ROUND DANCES
OUR LOVE" — an amazingly simple but thrilling
new waltz written by BOB & DEE VOSHELL of
Des Moines. It's their first composition and is
one of the best easy waltzes we've seen in years.
Impressive music by the PETE LOFTHOUSE BAND.
"HAVANA" — new Latin-type round in rhumbabolero rhythm cleverly devised by ED & HELEN
PALMQUIST of Temple City, Calif. Unusually
interesting, intermediate level, altogether appealing — with music by the GEORGE POOLE
ORCHESTRA.

Windsor No. 4692
JUST FOR

DANCING

Wiasor Rem*

TO OUR CANADIAN FRIENDS!
The above releases are also being
pressed in Canada and will be available to you at about the same time
and same price as the U. S. issue.

NO-o-90 VOLOQES1 bs Ratz2.

NEW RELEASE

WW-104

AND BRINGING YOU THE LATEST

WW-1OS

"Sugar Coated Baby" "Hootenany Hoedown"
BY DON FRANKLIN

A great patter right in style featuring—MI
I Banjo, more banjos and bass.

MUSIC BY THE WAGON-MASTERS

"THE RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

Mi\@C)H Wii-rjall, RECORDS
9500 WEST 53rd AVENUE, ARVADA, COLORADO

